Deep brain stimulation in the globus pallidus compensates response inhibition deficits: evidence from pantothenate kinase-associated neurodegeneration.
Fronto-striatal loops are important for many cognitive control processes, like response inhibition, and it has been suggested that the globus pallidus is of particular importance for these processes. In the current study, we investigate the effect of deep brain stimulation in the GP on response inhibition processes by means of neurophysiological (EEG) methods. We perform a case-control study in neuroaxonal dystrophy pantothenate kinase-associated neurodegeneration (PKAN) using single-case statistics. We control the signal-to-noise ratio of the EEG data. The data show that disease-related changes in the globus pallidus lead to dysfunctions in response inhibition processes. Dysfunctions in the GP seem to affect controlled, but not automatized behavior as evidenced by an increased rate of false alarms and attenuation of inhibition-related neurophysiological correlates. With respect to controlled behavior in terms of response inhibition, it seems that pre-motor subprocesses and not evaluation subprocesses are affected. Deep brain stimulation in the globus pallidus seems to be able to compensate the effects of disease-related changes in this structure and normalizes response inhibition performance and their electrophysiological correlates in PKAN.